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Tomorrow… we will be celebrating 

Ciências Research Day – so… no class!

The reason there’s no class is so that you can come and participate in the day… if not (in

fact, even if you come)… you are expected to use the time to work in your ME assignments:

MECOCO, the theoretical R package work or the final practical work …

…so many options, so little time!



library(dlookr)

texugo <- read.csv2(“Texugo.csv")

eda_report(texugo,target = Densidade, output_format = "html", output_file = "EDA.html",

output_dir=getwd())

A COOL PACKAGE FOR AUTOMATED 
EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS

data.frame with the data

response variable

Puts doc in the working directory





AND… THE FOLLOWING WEEK

Tuesday 5th November

Théo Michelot: an 

introduction to HMMs in 

Ecology, with an emphasis on 

animal movement

(a really nice opportunity to 

interact with a leader in his 

field - a course inside our 

course – bonus: a 

participation certificate will 

be provided, so your CV will 

look nicer!)

Wednesday 6th November

Students will do their own research – I am 

available for questions as usual.

Your mission will be to use GLMs to 

model some datasets, including a gamma 

regression and a beta regression – data 

sets will be on FENIX by the 1st

November 2019.

You can also work in your MECOCO 

assignment, or the final work, or the 

theoretical work… so many options, so 

little time!



GUIÃO PARA O TRABALHO PRÁTICO



Generalized Linear Models

http://r-eco-evo.blogspot.com/2017/05/generalized-linear-models.html

http://spatialecology.weebly.com/r-code--data/category/glm

(continued!)

http://r-eco-evo.blogspot.com/2017/05/generalized-linear-models.html
http://spatialecology.weebly.com/r-code--data/category/glm


Residuals in a GLM context

Standard residuals: 𝑦𝑖-ෝ𝑦𝑖 a.k.a. 𝑦𝑖-ෝμ𝑖

Pearson residuals

Deviance residuals

The di represents the contribution of the ith observation to the deviance

A standardized Pearson residual is obtained by dividing the Pearson residual 

by the sqrt(1-hi) where hi is the leverage of observation i

Reminder:  The notion of Gaussian residuals does not apply to GLMs



Binomial 

When modelling a response variable, what we want is a model that describes the data, 

eventually as a function of covariates. Therefore, the first step is to decide what will be 

the distribution of the response variable.  In other words, what to use in the family
argument of most modelling functions in R (like glm, gam, etc.). There are a couple of 

big questions that need answering:

The response variable is…

Discrete
(e.g. presence absence of a species, count of 

animals in quadrats, number of events per minute)

Continuous
(e.g. the weight of animals, the difference in weight of 

an animal between summer and winter)

Presence –

Absence or 

Number of 

successes in n 

trials

Counts

Poisson 

and 

the likes 

Strictly 

positive
Real values Probability

In the (0,1) range

Gamma 

and 

the likes 

Gaussian

and 

the likes 

Beta

and 

the likes Today and onwards!

For you to explore later!



Modeling counts: 
when the Poisson is not enough! 

Quasi-stuff, Negative Binomial, Zero 

Inflated models & Mixture models, 

Truncated Models



Quasi-stuff



An alternative to deal with overdispersion is to give up 

on the Poisson, and move towards an option where there 

is not a specific distribution for the response variable, but

an assumed relationship between 

the mean and the variance



The direct consequence of doing this is that the standard errors 

(se) of parameters will be increased proportionally to the 

dispersion parameter.
se(parameterquasi)≈sqrt(ᵩ)se(parameter)

Larger standard errors is the correct thing to do

More variance than expected

We underestimate true variance

Increase the variance 

Lower number of parameters found significant (lower amount of type I errors)

Less times variables are considered relevant to explain the response:

Less powerful inferences a conservative approach







AICNo likelihood means no derived measures 

Quasi

How to make model selection under quasi-likelihoods?



This is not a “FALSE”, but the “F-test”!

Model selection options



Negative Binomial

Not just adjusting standard errors

but 

truly accounting for the overdispersion



The Poisson, the default distribution for counts, looks like this

The mean = variance is a strong, often unreasonable, assumption



Most real ecological count datasets present overdispersion

(i.e. mean > variance) compared to the Poisson

Clearly, the variance is much larger than the mean!



Most real ecological count datasets present overdispersion

(i.e. mean > variance) compared to the Poisson

Here, but also often for real data,  the negative binomial 

seems a priori a much better choice!



Function to fit 

Negative Binomial GLM

Overdispersion component (what is 

“extra” compared to the mean)



There is still a slight 

overdispersion component



Zero Inflated models 

& 

Mixture models



Ecological data, quite often, presents a much larger amount of 0’s than what usual standard 

statistical distributions (e.g. Poisson, Negative Binomial, etc), can cope with

Zero inflated data – a real issue to model adequately





True zero - Species does not occur at a site because of the ecological process, or 

effect under study (e.g. habitat unsuitable)

True zero - Species does not saturate its entire suitable habitat by chance

False zero - Species occurs at a site, but is not present during the survey period

False zero - Species occurs at a site and is present during the survey period, but the 

observer fails to detect it (particularly common for rare or cryptic species        )

0

0

0

0



Model the 0’s

and 1’s

Conditional on not being a 0, 

model the count with a 

truncated distribution

Hurdle models



Hurdle models

Pag. 273



#an example

f1=y~X1+X2+X3|X3+X4

H1A <- hurdle(f1, dist = "poisson", link = "logit",data = dados)
H1B <- hurdle(f1, dist = "negbin", link = "logit",data = dados)

It seems like 

you can only 

specify the 

link for the 

binomial 

companent!

Only the logistic 

model is a 

function of 

covariates
Both

components a 

function of the 

same covariates

Each component is a function 

of different covariates

hurdle and



Check out the example code in ?hurdle



Unlike what I said 

in class, the first 

component in the 

formula is for the 

count model, while 

the second 

component is for 

the binomial model

This slide was NOT shown in class but is very relevant here:



meanP=10
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We could now try to explain 

in a regression model, using 

covariates, the two processes: 

one driving the 0’1 and the 1’s, 

(the “green data”) and one 

driving counts (including some 

0’s, the “grey data”)



library(pscl)
#The zero inflated Poisson – mixture model
Zip <- zeroinfl(y~X1+X2| X1+X2, dist = "poisson", link 
= "logit", data = ParasiteCod2)
#The zero inflated Negative binomial - mixture model
ZiNb <- zeroinfl(y~X1+X2|X1+x3, dist = “negbin", link 
= "logit", data = ParasiteCod2)

Pag. 280 for 

examples

To implement these zero inflated (mixture) models we need additional packages. There 

are a few around, and this is just an example using library pscl

Only the logistic 

model is a 

function of 

covariates
Both

components a 

function of the 

same covariates

Each component is a function 

of different covariates



This slide was NOT shown in class but is very relevant here:

Unlike what I said 

in class, the first 

component in the 

formula is for the 

count model, while 

the second 

component is for 

the binomial model



Truncated Models

Not that common, but still!



Sometimes we might have situations in which some values are not possible for the 

response variable

As an example, say if numbers below or above a threshold are not possible

Under such scenario, one might consider truncated models

The most common example is when 0 is not a possibility (but in theory you

could truncate any set of values from a distribution)
Pag. 268

pospoisson is the Poisson counterpart!

Syntax for a zero truncated example



In the end… just a truncated Poisson GLM with a 

single independent explanatory variable!



Hands-on GLM example
A count regression – before you tried the Poisson

(so… try the new tricks you just learned about!)



Using the data in file “1-s2.0-S1364815217301615-mmc2.csv” (FENIX folder “Count data GLM”) 

explain the variation in the response variable “sponge species richness” (species.richness) as a 

function of the other variables in said file – try everything but the Poisson!

This data set is used in the 

paper below, feel free to 

explore the paper for 

details ☺,  brief variable 

description in next slides






